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What is the opposite of with - WordHippo What is the opposite of with? Need antonyms for with? Here's a list of words from our thesaurus that you can use instead.
Opposite | Define Opposite at Dictionary.com Opposite, contrary, reverse imply that two things differ from each other in such a way as to indicate a definite kind of
relationship. Opposite suggests symmetrical antithesis in position, action, or character: opposite ends of a pole, sides of a road, views. What is the opposite of...? |
Oxford Dictionaries What is the opposite of 'hibernation'? The word aestivation is roughly opposite in meaning, but it isn't in general use and it doesn't refer to
mammals. It's a specialist zoological term referring to the prolonged dormancy of an insect, fish, or amphibian during a hot (or dry) period.

Opposite | Definition of Opposite by Merriam-Webster opposite views on foreign aid contradictory applies to two things that completely negate each other so that if
one is true or valid the other must be untrue or invalid. made contradictory predictions about whether the market would rise or fall contrary implies extreme
divergence or diametrical opposition. Finding the Opposite of a Number 2 | Coolmath.com Another notation that you will see for "opposite" is another negative sign!
The "opposite of -4" can also be written asSo, Note: In the subtraction lesson, you'll be putting a "+" in with that answer:. word choice - "The opposite of" vs.
"opposite to ... b) USAGE: the opposite to, an opposite to The effect of the medication was opposite to that intended. It was a political philosophy that was opposite to
everything she believed in.

Finding the Opposite of a Number - Cool Math Finding the Opposite of a Number. This is really easy... and it's going to be really important in the subtractions lessons
for signed numbers. The opposite of a number is just the number on the opposite side of zero on the number line. The opposite of a is -a. The opposite of -a is a. word
choice - 'Opposite to' or 'opposite'? - English ... The dice are opposite [in color] to the marble. We cannot say: *The dice are opposite [in color] the marble. But the
following statements tend to be construed in the same manner: The rook is opposite to the knight. The rook is opposite [in position] to the knight. The rook is
opposite the knight. The Opposite - Wikipedia "The Opposite" is the 86th episode of the NBC sitcom Seinfeld, which was also the 21st episode of the fifth season. It
aired on May 19, 1994. It aired on May 19, 1994. This was the first episode shot for Season 5, but it was intended to be the season finale.

the opposite of loneliness
the opposite of benefit
the opposite of love
the opposite of -4 is
the opposite of legato is
the opposite of hate
the opposite of emphasis is
the opposite of distal is
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